Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Microbes play a fundamental role in different ecosystems on Earth. For example, they provide nutrients for plants in the rhizosphere via a symbiotic relationship^[@CR1]^, contribute to the formation of planktonic communities in the ocean^[@CR2],[@CR3]^ and are used in the treatment of wastewater^[@CR4]^. Even the human body is home to large ecosystems of microbial species, called microbiota, contributing to our health by providing essential nutrients and protecting us against potential threats or harmful microbial species^[@CR5]^.

To understand the dynamics of microbial ecosystems, the growth of microbes can be studied *in vitro* under well controlled environmental conditions^[@CR6]^. This way, microbes also provide convenient model systems to study general ecological interactions^[@CR7]^. A particularly suited laboratory device to experimentally study microbial growth is the chemostat^[@CR8]^. Such a bioreactor allows to grow microbes in a chemically constant environment and to explictly monitor the consumption of metabolites. A chemostat consists of a well-mixed growth tank with a continuous inflow of nutrients and an outflow of the suspension with microbes and nutrients. It is a simplification of natural systems as the inflow and outflow occur at the same rate and the suspension is well-mixed so that spatial effects are ignored. Nevertheless, it constitutes an appropriate tool to probe the behavior of natural systems, which are typically open environments with a flux of energy. For instance, it has been shown that the human intestines can, to some extent, be modeled by chemostat equations^[@CR9]^, which are particularly suitable to assess the correlation between perturbed microbiomes (dysbiosis) and diseases. Experimental as well as theoretical studies involving a chemostat thus provide an appropriate framework to predict behavior related to microbial interactions such as competition and mutualism in a natural environment.

Although mutualism is thought to be less common than competition in microbial ecosystems because it tends to destabilize the community^[@CR10]^, mutualism can arise via bi-directional cross-feeding of metabolites^[@CR11]^. It has been shown that microbial diversity is promoted by cross-feeding, which can prevent competitive exclusion^[@CR12]^. Furthermore, cross-feeding can be essential for different functions. For example, in the intestines metabolites are broken down in smaller components by some species for their consumption by other species^[@CR11]^. This is necessary for the formation of health-promoting short-chain fatty acids^[@CR13]--[@CR15]^. Mutual cross-feeding has also been shown to reduce the energetic cost by dividing the labor for the utilization of metabolic pathways, for example for amino acid synthesis^[@CR16]^. Besides the apparent benefits of mutualism, there is a downside: the interdependency increases the possibility of a collapse of the system due to a density threshold for survival, which has been observed experimentally^[@CR17],[@CR18]^. A density threshold between two different states of the system, in this case survival and extinction, is related to the concept of bistability. In mutualism, this is generated by an Allee effect^[@CR19]--[@CR23]^. An Allee effect is characterized by a decreased fitness at low densities so that the individual growth rate reaches a maximum at an intermediate density due to cooperative behavior. In the case of obligate mutualism, the Allee effect leads to a survival dependency as one species cannot survive without the other^[@CR22]^. This effect is in contrast with the prediction of the classical logistic growth which predicts that an increased population density limits the growth^[@CR24]^. A distinction between a weak and a strong Allee effect is made^[@CR1]^. Whereas a weak Allee effect leads to a single stable state (the species always survives), a strong Allee effect is characterized by bistability, whereby a density threshold for survival is present.

Different models showing how mutualism causes bistability via the interdependence between the species have been proposed^[@CR25]--[@CR28]^. In some of these models the species are competitive as well as mutualistic, e.g. when mutualists become competitors for a resource or for available space at high density^[@CR29]--[@CR31]^. One study showed that the type of interaction could be modulated by varying the resource concentration^[@CR17]^. Bistability is generated if the benefit of cooperation is counteracted by a cost, for example via the dispersal of the species. This increases the possibility of a collapse of the mutualistic system^[@CR23]^. In order to predict when such disruptions occur and, if needed, to intervene to prevent the collapse of the community, a deeper understanding of mutualistic interactions and of the occurrence of thresholds in microbial communities is necessary.

A currently unresolved problem is that phenomenological models where interaction mediators, like nutrients, are neglected can behave differently than models where these are explicitly incorporated^[@CR32]^. As both types of models describe similar phenomena, it should be possible to reduce the mechanistic model into a phenomenological model^[@CR33],[@CR34]^. Such reductions of mechanistic models already exist for the growth of a single species^[@CR8],[@CR35],[@CR36]^ or for competitive consumer-resource models^[@CR37]^. In the case of mutualism, one approach described the occurrence of bistability by the saturation of the mutualistic strength at high densities^[@CR38]^. Nevertheless, it remains unclear how the occurrence of bistability in a mutualistic cross-feeding community is related to nutrient concentrations and to their consumption and production kinetics. This is essential to quantify the effects of prebiotics or biological parameters on the survival of the species.

In this theoretical work, we use a nutrient-explicit model for the growth of mutualistic species in a chemostat reactor and show how an Allee effect is created. This allows to interpret the effect of biological parameters on the dynamics in order to predict when bistability is created and to estimate the density threshold for survival. Nutrient-explicit models of a single species in the chemostat can be reduced to the logistic growth equation^[@CR8],[@CR35],[@CR36]^. Using a similar approach, we reduce chemostat equations of a mutualistic system to an appropriate mechanistic model which only involves the species densities. This allows to relate the obtained equations to a generic growth model with an Allee effect. By establishing this analogy, we show that mutualism causes a weak Allee effect, which can be turned into a strong Allee effect under the influence of the dilution in the chemostat. Critical chemostat parameters such as the dilution rate and the influx of nutrients thus allow to manipulate the strength of the Allee effect and therefore of the survival threshold. As a consequence, it is possible to switch between regions of bistability, monostable survival, or monostable extinction. We also show that the production of cross-feeding nutrients needs to be larger than the consumption for an Allee effect to exist. This explicit relationship between experimental parameters and the Allee effect provides a way to bridge the gap between biological experiments and theoretical models.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Bistability in mutualistic systems creates a survival threshold {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------
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The mutualistic relationship creates a positive feedback loop which can lead to bistability. This phenomenon becomes apparent if we simulate the behavior of the species when cultured in a chemostat reactor (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As an illustrative example, we consider what happens if the dilution is varied with steps of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Dilution allows to switch between a weak and a strong Allee effect {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Mutualistic cross-feeding is a form of cooperative behavior and causes a positive feedback loop between the two species. As a consequence, at small densities an Allee effect is created. The per capita growth rate of a species, a proxy for their fitness, increases with the density at small densities and it reaches a maximum at an intermediate density. This is in contrast with the logistic growth, where the per capita growth rate becomes maximal near zero density. There is an important distinction between a weak Allee effect, associated to monostable dynamics, and a strong Allee effect, associated to bistability. Here, we show that the mutualistic cross-feeding creates a weak Allee effect and that increasing dilution in the chemostat is able to turn this into a strong Allee effect. Dilution can thus promote bistability: the two species coexist via cooperation or both die (the community collapses). The separation between the two types of behavior is determined by a threshold of the population size.

Based on the reduction of nutrient-explicit equations for the growth of one species in the chemostat to the logistic equation^[@CR8],[@CR35],[@CR36]^ (see Supplementary Material, Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), we can reduce the explicit chemostat equations to a two-variable mutualistic system. The calculations are detailed in the Supplementary Material (Section [S2)](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. In brief, this reduction relies on the following assumptions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The second assumption only holds in the case of obligatory dependence of the nutrients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using a newly defined reduced set of parameters (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), we find that the two-species system can be described by the following equations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These equations can be interpreted as follows. Each species (with density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to analyze the dynamics of these reduced Eqs. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), we first study the symmetric case where all parameters of both species are the same (e.g.: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A weak Allee effect corresponds to monostable growth towards an equilibrium, while a strong Allee effect is associated to bistability between survival and extinction so that a densitiy threshold for survival is generated (Fig. [2B](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As the Allee parameter is determined by the inflow of the cross-feeding nutrients and is therefore strictly positive, the mutualistic cross-feeding causes a weak Allee effect. The equilibria of the system are determined by the points where the growth is zero, which happens at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,d$$\end{document}$ and a new steady state may arise (Fig. [2D](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The new steady state is unstable forming the threshold for survival between the two stable equilibria (survival and extinction). This way, the dilution rate can turn a weak Allee effect into a strong Allee effect.Figure 2Dilution allows to switch between a weak and a strong Allee effect. (**A**) The nutrient-explicit chemostat equations, Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), are reduced (wavy arrow) to equations which only involve the species densities, Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}). The mutualism causes an Allee effect via a positive feedback loop, which promotes bistability under the influence of the dilution rate. (**B**) Simulating the dynamics of Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) shows the effect of bistability for different initial abundances ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bifurcation analysis reveals regions of bistability {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------

Before analyzing the biological consequences of the Allee effect in mutualistic interactions, it is useful to illustrate how the different parameters in Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) affect the behavior. This can be done via a bifurcation analysis, showing the stability of the different equilibria as a function of the parameters.

The equilibria of the system correspond to the intersections of the growth term and the dilution term, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,d=0.3$$\end{document}$ kept constant. (**D**) Visual interpretation of the equilibrium states, corresponding to the intersection of the per capita growth rate and the dilution, showing how increasing the dilution shifts regime I into regime II, into regime III. (**E**) The Allee parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For lower values of the dilution rate there is only survival and for higher values there is only extinction, thereby explaining the observed hysteresis in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The same analysis shows that the Allee parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to check the validity of the used simplification of the growth rates, we simulated the original chemostat equations, Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), with extended Monod growth rates, Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The used Taylor approximation of the Monod growth rates in the simplified model corresponds to a linear dependence of the nutrients. Both are monotonically increasing functions, but the Monod growth rate yields a smaller value than its linearization. Therefore, we expect extinction to occur at lower dilution than predicted with the simplified model (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We quantified the differences in the locations of the critical dilution rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bistability requires a sufficient production of cross-feeding nutrients {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Bistability results from the mutualistic relationship between the two species. Having a dilution rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b < 1$$\end{document}$ there is no Allee effect.Figure 5Bistability requires a sufficient production of cross-feeding nutrients. (**A**) Different regimes are distinguished as a function of the parameter values, using Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}). For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b < 1$$\end{document}$, the growth is limited by the cross-feeding nutrients (Eq. ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""})), so that the physical growth region is small and does not allow bistability. For small dilution the dynamics is similar to logistic growth as the population monotonically grows towards its equilibrium. (**C**) For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The difference between the logistic growth at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b > 1$$\end{document}$ (Fig. [5C](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These feasible regions originate from the mass conservation laws (Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""})), as the nutrient concentrations need to be positive. For each species, the limitation by the substrate causes the growth region to be bounded by the following function ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly for the cross-feeding nutrients the following limitation functions are obtained ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b > 1$$\end{document}$, the species can grow sufficiently. In this case, the feasible region is limited at high densities by the availability of the substrate, Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) (Fig. [5C](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The overall influence of the parameters is understood by looking at the nullclines: the functions where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,2$$\end{document}$). The intersections of the nullclines define the equilibria of the system. The nullclines are hyperbolic functions, with the limiting functions (Eqs. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) and ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""})) as asymptotes. For bistability, the slopes need to be such that the nullclines can intersect twice (Fig. [5C](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), thereby forming a stable equilibrium corresponding to coexistence of the species and a saddle point which creates the threshold between coexistence and survival. This only occurs when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bistability is created in the same way when asymmetric parameters are used. A similar analysis was performed for asymmetric values of the mutualistic interaction strength $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${b}_{1}{b}_{2} > 1$$\end{document}$. Finally, the choice to model two substrates, as it is the least complex case, does not affect this result. When two mutualistic species compete for a substrate, we found that the qualitative effect of the dilution rate and the mutualistic strength remains the same (Supplementary Material, [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})). Returning to the chemostat parameters, the obtained condition for bistability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${a}_{1}{a}_{2} > {\nu }_{p1}{\nu }_{p2}$$\end{document}$, which means that the overall production of cross-fed nutrients needs to be larger than their consumption.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Microbial interaction networks are characterized by multiple positive and negative interactions. Species enter in competition for limited resources, but they can also display mutualistic relationships through cross-feeding. Through mutualistic interactions, both species benefit of each others presence. This may be seen as a stabilizing factor. However, mutualism carries the seed of its own instability: under the influence of dilution bistability may occur, causing a critical density threshold for the species to survive. Once the abundances of the species drop below this threshold, the community eventually collapses and the species become extinct.

How biological parameters affect the survival threshold is often unclear. To provide an understanding of the effect of different parameters, we showed how nutrient-explicit equations for two mutualistic cross-feeding species can be reduced to a set of equations which only involve the densities of the species. These could then be related to a growth equation with an Allee effect, which can be analyzed to obtain a deeper understanding of the impact of the different biological parameters.

Density thresholds for survival have previously been observed in mutualistic systems. For example, a survival threshold was found in a spatially cooperating microbial community^[@CR18]^ and in a cross-feeding system which could switch to other interactions like competition and parasitism, depending on the availability of nutrients^[@CR17]^. Besides cross-feeding, mutualism can also arise via the protection of another species towards antibiotics. In such a cross-protection system it was found that periodic dilution drives oscillatory dynamics, potentially leading to extinction if the survival threshold was crossed^[@CR43]^.

Our results showed that the overall production rate of cross-fed nutrients needs to be larger than the overall consumption rate to create an Allee effect. The production and consumption rates can experimentally be altered by making use of synthetic cross-feeding systems^[@CR17],[@CR44],[@CR45]^, which can be designed to display bistability, or on the contrary, to prevent bistability and thereby the risk of an abrupt collapse of the community. We obtained quantitative results for the case where both species have symmetric parameter values, but showed that this framework still applies to the case of asymmetric parameter values.

By using time traces of microbial growth experiments it is possible to fit the experimental values of biological parameters^[@CR46]^. This would allow the validation of these theoretical predictions if the microbes are obligate cross-feeders. If the system exhibits a sufficient production of cross-fed nutrients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${r}_{a}{C}_{a}a < \,d < {r}_{a}{({C}_{a}+a)}^{2}\mathrm{/4}$$\end{document}$. The dilution rate and the influx of nutrients are experimental parameters which can be tuned so that these allow to manipulate the behavior. As a result, this provides experimental guidelines to study the presence of bistability in a microbial system. Moreover, the influx of nutrients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{P}$$\end{document}$) allow to study the effect of prebiotics, in order to determine the effect of these growth-promoting nutrients on the survival of the species. Furthermore, if antibiotics are used, then determining whether a survival threshold exists would be essential to predict the survival or extinction of the species.

The presence of bistability can significantly affect microbial behavior. For example, the existence of a survival threshold creates susceptibility to cheaters^[@CR28]^. A cheater is an individual of the species which does not cooperate in the production of cross-feeding nutrients, thereby increasing the risk of a collapse of the system^[@CR47]^. Addition of a third species can create global stability of the coexistence state if it is a facultative mutualist, providing a solution for the presence of the survival threshold^[@CR48]^.

Bistability also affects the behavior in the case of spatial expansions. Here, an Allee effect counteracts genetic drift of a species as it creates a pushed wave rather than a pulled wave corresponding to logistic growth^[@CR49],[@CR50]^. Such behavior has been observed experimentally in a system of two cross-feeding species whereby the mutualistic strength was modulated by the inflow of nutrients^[@CR51]^.

Mutualistic species are usually part of a larger ecosystem. Therefore, when mutualists are decreased under the survival threshold, for example in response to antibiotics, the entire ecosystem can be destabilized^[@CR10]^. Such critical effects on ecological interactions are often not well characterized^[@CR52]^. Generalized Lotka-Volterra models are often used to study the interactions in microbial ecosystems^[@CR53]--[@CR55]^. However, Lotka-Volterra models for mutualism involve the addition of fitness effects^[@CR32]^ so that nonlinear growth rates are not incorporated^[@CR56]^.

We studied a theoretical microbial system that is mutualistic via cross-feeding, which is a necessary step to obtain a deeper understanding of complex behavior in microbial communities. The obtained phase plane and the nullclines, describing the dynamics of the species, are observed in different mutualistic models^[@CR25]--[@CR28]^, so that we can state this is a general phenomenon. Our results give insights into necessary conditions to obtain bistability in a model for microbial species which are obligate cross-feeders: there needs to be an Allee effect as well as a limiting function. In particular, we show that nonlinear growth rates significantly affect the dynamics of microbial communities.
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